
RESEARCH CONCLUSION

The conclusion is intended to help the reader understand why your research should matter to them after they have
finished reading the paper.

NOTE: If asked to think introspectively about the topics, do not delve into idle speculation. Keep things
together The best structure for a research paper includes an introduction and a conclusion which are linked to
each other. Don't surprise the reader with new information in your Conclusion that was never referenced
anywhere else in the paper. If you want to succeed, it is a good idea to think about results well in advance.
Problems to Avoid Failure to be concise The conclusion section should be concise and to the point. Why Our
Editing and Proofreading Services? Dartmouth College. To get an original paper click here. At
Proof-Reading-Service. The same is true for your audience. If these programs can be implemented, we will
surely see a decrease in teen gang activity and safer streets and neighborhoods for us all. Do yourself and your
readers a favour by reflecting on your work, synthesising important discoveries and arguments, and sharing
sophisticated ideas. Do not simply reiterate your results or the discussion. If, prior to your conclusion, you
have not yet explained the significance of your findings or if you are proceeding inductively, use the end of
your paper to describe your main points and explain their significance. Do this by stating clearly the context,
background, and necessity of pursuing the research problem you investigated in relation to an issue,
controversy, or a gap found in the literature. Writing Center. Once you have created an outline for your work
and got familiar with a winning sample, it will be clear what you should include to the conclusion. If you have
new information to present, add it to the discussion or other appropriate section of the paper. Developing a
Compelling Conclusion Although an effective conclusion needs to be clear and succinct, it does not need to be
written passively or lack a compelling narrative. Don't undermine your authority by saying something like,
"This is just one approach to examining this problem; there may be other, much better approaches that The
Lab Report. Return to an anecdote, an example, or a quotation that you introduced in your introduction, but
add further insight that is derived from the findings of your study; use your interpretation of results to reframe
it in new ways.


